Local networks operated in the gold mines of South Africa record mining-induced events with local magnitude as low as -4 (Legge and Spottiswoode 1987) and occasionally exceeding 5 on the Richter scale. Nearly all events of magnitude 2 and above are also recorded and located by the National Seismological Network of the South African Geological Survey (Femandez and Du Plessis 1988).
anisotropic rock pervaded by EDA-cracks, as is found almost universally in rockmass everywhere (Crampin 1987) .
The existence of microcracks in an active mining area, and a way of detecting changes in the geometry of these cracks, could have important application for rockburst prediction. Rockbursts involve high stress and it is expected this would modify the crack geometry and hence modify the shear-wave splitting. What would be required to monitor the change in the shear-wave splitting is a continuous monitoring of the physical properties of the in situ rockmass by a subsurface triaxial network. If temporal changes can be recognized before and after rockbursts as it has been before and after earthquakes (Peacock et al. 1988 , it would be an important step towards rockburst prediction.
